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CAUGHT IN A CAGE IS A CONGO BAR

For Edwin Taylor and John Archibald Wheeler

Caught in a cage is a Congo bar

Palpable gallium backbone car

The Gem-driven plot of a gin-miller’s lot

Is to gingerly grab for the morning star

Think of it as a watery wave force. As a wavy water force. As a forceful

wavy water. Wavy watery watery wavy salamander fishy gooey smelly

brrrrrrshthihaaah shwhooshah gribidiah.

Salamander wave force watery watery water

Environment tenebrating geodesic cardgame endless salamander lubrica-

tion.

Yam manufacture

everlasting google emirate

enviable efficacy

yearning giblet tenebrating geodesic cardgame

Breakneck salamander

cupping cake worm fence apprehension

Killermeeney home volatility of a fair and accurate count

Ha ma na la wonkaugh.

Shiran’s giraffe.

My heart is clean. What does that mean?
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And what will it be like in 5001? Will there be monkeys? Warming

trends? Cinema?

The door. It opens.

Seïn-Gaba.

His sweaty past lingered like a tired perfume.

She rose to the occasion like a balloon.

They waited for something not to happen.

The bird stood near the door.

The door was made of freedom.

Emblematic drivel stop

Stinky baby’s middle drop

Swindle swindle little star

Now don’t you go dropping your little striped lollipop

A passenger and a dog. Two travelers. Action and reaction.

Wait minute. How fast can you walk?

Wordliness of time.

Wait a minute. What is reality?

The time of an event has no unique meaning.
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Hold it. Is more really less?

An explosion is an explosion.

Worldliness also locates events.

The event of your birth is unique to you

and to everyone connected with you.

Events?

Proper time, wristwatch time, aging along the worldline. Worming along

the age line. Wasting along world time, straight line, particle time, event

time.

Caught in a cage is a Congo bar.

Active future, passive past.

Autobiography of a photon. And you are the photon.


